
Your iPhone and Apple Watch

Employee badge in Apple Wallet™ allows your 
organization’s employees to securely gain access with a 
simple tap of their iPhone or Apple Watch.

SET UP IS EASY
The Symmetry™ Wallet Platform allows for the secure 
provisioning of NFC-based Apple Wallet credentials. It 
seamlessly integrates into AMAG Technology Symmetry 
Access Control software, controllers and reader 
technology allowing customers to add mobile credentials 
in addition to their physical cards.

The security team uses the Symmetry Wallet Platform 
to assign employee badges in Apple Wallet. The user 
receives an email with a link to securely authenticate their 
identity and add the badge on iPhone or Apple Watch  
without downloading another mobile app.

WHY EMPLOYEE BADGE IN APPLE WALLET

Efficiency: Say goodbye to physical badge printing. 
Save time with quick provisioning and remote badge 
distribution right to your staff ’s Apple devices.

Flexibility: Transition from physical to mobile 
credentials seamlessly. Symmetry Access Control and 
Symmetry Blue readers support both types of credentials 
simultaneously.

Seamless: With Express Mode, just hold the device 
near the reader without unlocking or waking it. Power 
Reserve ensures uninterrupted access when the iPhone 
or Apple Watch needs a charge.

Security: Badges in Apple Wallet take full advantage 
of the privacy and security features built into iPhone and 
Apple Watch. They are stored on the device, which means 
Apple doesn’t see the places your employees access, so 
data is private and secure. 

ACCESS WITH JUST YOUR IPHONE
Embrace the future of access control with employee 
badge in Apple Wallet. Save provisioning time, reduce 
waste by eliminating plastic cards, and experience safe 
and advanced technology to unlock your corporate 
spaces with your Apple devices. It’s simple, secure, and 
convenient.
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